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Context

Altimeter performances in terms of spatial 

resolution rapidly improve

• LRM, Ku-band ~ 10 km (Jason’s)

• LRM, Ka-band ~ 6 km (AltiKa)
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• LRM, Ka-band ~ 6 km (AltiKa)

• SAR mode (Cryosat, Sentinel-3) < 1 km

• SWOT (interferometry) < 1 km



Context

Meanwhile, the progresses on Microwave 

Radiometers spatial resolutions are slow:

• Jason’s ~ 35 km (18.7 GHz, 23.8 GHz, 34 GHz)

• Envisat ~ 30 km (23.8 GHz, 36.5 GHz)
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• Envisat ~ 30 km (23.8 GHz, 36.5 GHz)

• Sentinel-3 ~ 25 km (23.8 GHz, 36.5 GHz)

• AltiKa ~ 10 km (23.8 GHz, 37 GHz)



Context

Meanwhile, the progresses on Microwave 

Radiometers spatial resolutions are slow:

�this is clearly a limit for 

coastal applications (land 
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coastal applications (land 

contamination)

hydrological applications

high-resolution SSH (convective cells)



Context

The ACCRA study (12 months, ended October 

2016), fully supported by ESTEC, gathers experts 

in both hardware and retrieval fields and is 

based on the following credo :
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based on the following credo :

The solutions to improve the spatial resolution 

rely both on a smart design 

and dedicated retrieval methods.



Objectives

• The objective of this activity is to elaborate a 

novel MWR instrument design at preliminary 

design level, aimed primarily for future 

operational altimetry missions such as next 
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operational altimetry missions such as next 

Generation Sentinel-3 and Jason-CS. 



Objectives

• The instrument shall comprise of

– Two/three classical observation channels (Jason’s)

– A set of high frequency channels with higher spatial 

resolution for resolving coastal and inland waters.

– HF channels shall enable retrievals over sea ice and ice-
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– HF channels shall enable retrievals over sea ice and ice-

sheets.

• A compact instrument, not significantly 

exceeding the size of the current MWR’s is 

desirable



Objectives

• A dedicated retrieval algorithm of the wet 

tropospheric correction (accounting for the 

range delay due to the water vapour)
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• To get the best of the HF channels over Ocean, 

Coastal regions, Land and Ice surfaces
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Task 1: selection of HF channels

• 9 channels selected considering physical constraints: classical LF 

(18/23/36),  surface emissivity (50.3/89), atm. temperature 

(54/118), window channels (110, 165), HF WV absorption line 

(183)
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Task 1: selection of HF channels

• 6 channels recommended by ESTEC 

considering cost/complexity constraints 
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To design a 

new 
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central 
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? Simulations DESIGN



Task 2: Instrument Design: configuration
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Task 2: Instrument Design: system performances
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Antenna subsystem constrained

by high requirements on spatial resolution

and directivity to minimize side-lobes effect



Task 2: Instrument Design: sensitivity
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High constraints on sensitivity

Both hot and cold calibration 

are recommended for thermal stability
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23.8, 31.4, 50.3, 53.6 89, 157, 190.3 
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•• ChooseChoose the best the best channelchannel : : closestclosest in in 
frequencyfrequency or the or the mostmost sensitive one to the sensitive one to the 
surfacesurface ? ? 
•• + + accountaccount for for anyany changes changes atat the surfacethe surface
•• ++accountaccount for instrumental for instrumental caracteristicscaracteristics
((viewingviewing angle, polar)angle, polar)
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Conclusion

• The ACCRA study gathers experts with skills on 

hardware and retrieval aspects

• In order to properly define the optimal 

instrumental design, a back and forth 
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instrumental design, a back and forth 

approach between design and algorithm 

performances is applied



Conclusion

• A set of 6 observation frequencies has been 

selected with additionnal information on 

water vapour, atmospheric situation, surface 

characterization
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characterization

• Requirements and a design are proposed



Conclusion

• 1DVAR approach is a very flexible method. The 

same algorithm can be applied to multiple 

surfaces, it takes the optimal benefits from the 

observations and the model (not limited by 
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observations and the model (not limited by 

inconsistencies as the empirical NN) and its 

flexibility allows a downscaling approach. 



Thank you for your attention
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